10th Edition of the Scientifics and Technicals Days - JST10
2nd Edition of the Scientific Exhibition - ExpoSciences2

Invitation Message
of The Chief Executive Officer
I am pleased to announce the holding of the tenth edition of SONATRACH Scientifics and Technicals Days,
JST10 - a tradition born more than two decades ago - and the second Scientific Exhibition, ExpoSciences2,
from 5 to 8 October 2015 at Oran Conventions Center.
These two events represent a time for reﬂection on our past experiences. But, I believe, they should also be
a gate to the future.
This is why, given energy demand and supply outlook both globally and in Algeria, the challenges and
opportunities arising from the current oil market situation, and sustainable development requirements,
in particular with regard to environmental protection, I decided to devote the overall theme of JST10 to
« THE TECHNOLOGY, A RESPONSE TO TODAY’S AND FUTURE ENERGY CHALLENGES ».

JST10 and EXPOSCIENCES2 offer an opportunity for all participants, be they researchers, experts,
manufacturers or managers of the energy sector, to measure the progress achieved in all areas related
to SONATRACH’s activities. They also aim at further improving professional capabilities by offering the
possibility to benchmark to best practices in science and technology for each segment of the hydrocarbon
chain, from exploration, development, transportation, processing, to marketing and shipping.
I am convinced that these two events will also provide a venue for a fruitful sharing of know-how, a beneficial exchange of experiences, and an enriching dialogue between experts, academics and professionals on
scientific and technical progress.
Thanks to their international dimension, these two events will also permit to explore and discuss potential
opportunities for cooperation and partnership with universities, research and training centers, and energy
companies.
I am convinced that, through your active participation, both JST10 and EXPOSCIENCES2 will be a success.
I therefore count on your contribution and will be happy to welcome you in Oran.

Welcome to all of you.
The Chief Executive Officer

10th Edition of the Scientifics and Technicals Days - JST10

Call for Papers

SONATRACH organizes from 5th to 8th October 2015 at the Oran Conventions
Center, the 10th Edition of its Scientifics and Technicals Days - JST10.
The JST10 will be held under the Theme:
« THE TECHNOLOGY, AN ANSWER TO ENERGY CHALLENGES
OF TODAY AND THE FUTUR »
The “JST10” continue to be an important business hub for the international hydrocarbon industry and energy actors.
Since its inception in 1994, the “JST10” is the regular major space for interaction and idea-sharing which enabled
our executives, international experts, researchers and academics to share their knowledge and skills and debate
scientific and technical issues related to Sonatrach activities in general and to the Technology in particular.
The theme of this edition is particularly important. Technology has and will have a crucial impact on energy
demand and supply, and on the three pillars of sustainable development - economic development, social
progress and the protection of the environment. The objective is therefore to cover all the aspects related
to technology and the current and future energy challenges, and in particular:
■ Promotion and development of (R & D), innovation and engineering related to technological, technical, managerial,
strategic and operational issues brought out by rapid and multifaceted development faced by our business areas
along the whole Hydrocarbon chain.
■ Promotion and development of new & renewable energies, sustainable development (ENR), development of
unconventional resources in order to secure the energy transition.
■ Human Resource Development, Training and Emergence of talent, as a strategic lever of the company
development
■ The HSE policy as a sustainable process to be integrated in the overall performance of Sonatrach.
■ Sharing knowledge, expertise and lessons learned, discuss current issues and learn about the latest
developments in research including applied research.
We invite you to contribute at these topics. The sub-topics to deal with, the modalities of participation practices and
other additional information will be detailed later on the announcement of the event on our website
www.sonatrach.com. The best papers will be awarded and published in a special issue dedicated to the event
June 30, 2015

Deadline for receipt of proposals for papers (abstract + text)

July 30, 2015

Notification of acceptance from authors

1 September 2015

time limit for the receipt of final versions of accepted papers

st

The JST10 will be held on 5,6, 7 and 8 October 2015
Oral or poster paper proposals must be submitted in English or French, exclusively by e-mail no later than
June 30, 2015, at the following email address: jst10@sonatrach.dz.

[CONTACT AND INFORMATIONS]
Web Site: www.sonatrach.com – Mail: jst10@sonatrach.dz

2nd Edition of the Scientific Exhibition - ExpoSciences2

Call for Participation

Sonatrach is pleased to announce, as an aside to the 10th Scientifics and
Technicals Days-JST10. The 2nd Edition of ExpoSciences to be held from 5th to 8 th
October 2015 at the Oran Conventions Center.
This exhibition is intended to be a true crossroads for meeting, sharing and
exchanging among researchers, practitioners and professionals in scientifics and
technicals fields related to Sonatrach core businesses.
The ExpoSciences2 will be held under the Theme:
« THE TECHNOLOGY, AN ANSWER TO ENERGY CHALLENGES
OF TODAY AND THE FUTUR »
The purpose of this event is to assess the scientific and technical methods, tools and applications,
information and discussion of recent academic and business works, to provide recent tools and innovative solutions, and more generally, to generate the interest of the JST10 participants in the scientific and
technological advances, applied research projects associated to the Sonatrach “support” intervention
areas.
The international dimension of ExpoSciences2 is also an opportunity to learn about and discuss the
latest experiences and solutions developed by top professionals in other countries.
ExpoSciences2 is stepping to become the true promotional and innovative platform for the Company.
A functional and pleasant space is reserved to accommodate all exhibitors.
The Sonatrach Direction of Communication Publics Relations is available to provide any information on
the practical terms of your participation.

[CONTACT AND INFORMATIONS]
Mail: exposciences2.jst10@sonatrach.dz

